Karen Downing has become the first visiting scholar for the new Diversity Research Center at Rutgers University. Downing’s research has addressed many aspects of diversity in libraries, including social identity and professional roles in academe, race as a dynamic and social construct, biracialism and multiracialism, and the role of diversity and peer teaching and learning. She is currently the university learning communities liaison and foundation and grants librarian at University of Michigan. In more than 20 years at Michigan, Downing has also held the positions of assistant to the dean of libraries for cultural diversity and staff development officer and coordinator of academic outreach services. In 2009, she received the ALA’s Equality Award, which recognizes outstanding contributions in promoting equality in the library profession. She is a frequent speaker and has published many journal articles and two books, Reaching a Diverse Student Community and Multiracial America: A Resource Guide on the History and Literature of Interracial Issues.

Appointments

Timothy J. Johnson has been named the first E. W. McDiarmid Curator of the Sherlock Holmes Collections at the University of Minnesota Libraries. Johnson has served as the curator of special collections and Rare Books for the libraries since 1998.

Rashauna Brannon has been named electronic resources librarian at the University of Memphis.

Megan Bresnahan is now assistant professor in the University of Colorado-Boulder Engineering Library.

Tassanee Chitcharoen has been named senior instructor in the University of Colorado-Boulder Libraries Cataloging and Metadata Services.

Jeannette R. Cox has been appointed assistant director of library and information services at Florida A&M University.

William Cuthbertson has been appointed assistant professor in the University of Colorado-Boulder Government Information Library.

Pamela Dennis is now learning commons coordinator at the University of Memphis.

Susan Fingerman has been named online librarian at the American Public University System.

Maryelizabeth Gano has been named online librarian at the American Public University System.

Robert Glushko is now copyright specialist in the MPublishing Office at the University of Michigan.

Emily Harrell has been named online librarian at the American Public University System.

Alison Hicks has been appointed assistant professor in the University of Colorado-Boulder Libraries Department of Research and Instruction.

Claudia Alcalá Iñiguez has been named social sciences librarian in the Davis Library Research and Instructional Services Department at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.

Steven Knowlton is now collection development librarian at the University of Memphis.

Sauraub Koparkar is the new user experience librarian in the User Experience Unit at the University of Michigan.

Beth Larkee Kumar has been appointed serials and electronic resources librarian at
the Kraemer Family Library, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs.

**Suzanne Larsen**, senior instructor and department head at the University of Colorado-Boulder Libraries, accepted a two-year appointment as the interim associate director for public services.

**Amy LeFager** has joined the full-time library faculty at National-Louis University.

---

**Retirements**

**Helen H. Spalding** has retired as university librarian/professor emerita, after five-and-a-half years of service at Portland State University. During her 36-year professional career, she also held library management and administrative positions at the University of Missouri-Kansas City and at Iowa State University. She was elected OCLC Users Council vice president (1982–83), and selected 1983–1984 Council of Library Resources Academic Library Management Intern at Northwestern University (Evanston, IL), and a 1989 UCLA Senior Fellow. Spalding has provided leadership on numerous ACRL, LAMA, LITA, and other ALA committees, including ACRL Board (1994–96, 1997–2004), ALA Council (1997–2001), and ALA Budget Analysis and Review Committee (1998–2002). As 2002–03 ACRL president, she initiated collaborative relationships between ACRL and the professional academic librarian associations in Canada and Mexico, established the ACRL Dr. E. J. Josey Spectrum Scholar Mentor Program to facilitate the success of minority library school graduate students, and led the Academic and Research Library Marketing Campaign that produced training, online and print materials, an annual award, and the ACRL Marketing Committee. Recently, she served four years as an elected member of the Orbis Cascade Alliance Council Executive Committee. She was on the editorial board of *The Journal of Academic Librarianship* for 13 years and continues on the editorial board of *portal: Libraries and the Academy*, of which she is a founding member.

**J. Robert Verbesey**, executive director of the Southwest Florida Library Network (SWFLN), has retired after more than 35 years managing libraries. He created and managed two libraries during his 40-year library career—a public library in New York and an academic library in Florida—before assuming the reins of a multi-type library cooperative. Verbesey has taught library management and organization at four graduate library and information science programs since 1986—Long Island University, Queens College, University of South Florida, and Florida State University. *American Libraries, Catholic Library World, Library Administration and Management*, and *Library Journal* are among the periodicals that published articles he authored. He also consulted for a variety of libraries and businesses. Verbesey plans to stay active in the profession by continuing to present workshops on library management.

---
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